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Definitions

“network neutrality is the principle that all 
Internet traffic should be treated equally”

Wikipedia

But: 
different ideas of what “real” net neutrality is

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet


Definitions

Tim Wu
•Columbia Law School Professor
•made the term of n. n. popular



Definitions
• “absolute non-discrimination”
• first-come, first serve
• all content/sites/platforms treated equally
‣ maximally useful internet
‣ supports every possible application
‣ carrys every form of information
‣ no different “Quality of Service”-levels



Definitions

Eric Schmidt
•Google Inc.



“I want to be clear what we mean by Net neutrality: What we 
mean is if you have one data type like video, you don't 
discriminate against one person's video in favor of another.
But it's okay to discriminate across different types, so you 
could prioritize voice over video.”

Quality of Service

Quality of Service



• prioritization of “important” packages
• preferring certain packages over others
‣ guaranteed bandwidth
‣ dropping “unimportant” packages
‣ preferring certain packages over others

Quality of Service

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/prioritization.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/prioritization.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/guaranteed.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/guaranteed.html


Quality of Service



Quality of Service

„Eine strikte Gleichbehandlung sämtlicher Datenpakete kann 
nicht im Interesse der Allgemeinheit und der Endnutzer sein. 
Bei einer solchen Gleichbehandlung würde die Qualität von 
Diensten wie Videokonferenzen oder Telemedizin erheblich 
eingeschränkt.“



Definitions

Byron Dorgan
•US Senator (Democrats)
•proposed “Internet Freedom 
Preservation Act” in 2007



Definitions
Net neutrality: 
• allowing QoS discrimination
• But: no special fee for higher QoS
‣ no worse Quality of Service if paying less



Definitions

Tim Berners-Lee
•Inventor of the World Wide Web



Definitions
•Net neutrality is NOT: 
‣“internet for free”
‣“no paying more for higher QoS”

•But: no exclusivity
‣ no websites accessible only with more 
expensive internet access
‣ ISPs should just supply connectivity



Net Neutrality can be:
1. End-to-End, first-come-first-serve, no QoS
2. allowing different QoS Levels

a. with no different pricing
b. with different pricing, no exclusivity

Definitions

no exclusivity



•Internet “always was” neutral
•fear to lose neutrality
•rise of the Internet because of neutrality

The Pro Side



•Importance of End-to-End-Principle: 
‣ Users and Content Producers have Control
‣ Data tells network where to go
‣ “dump pipe”
‣ maximally useful for anything

The Pro Side



•Fears:
‣ ISPs as “content gatekeepers”
‣ “protection money” from content providers 
‣ otherwise lower Quality of Service, Blocking
‣ ISPs have to be trusted to “behave”

The Pro Side



•Non-neutral Internet like Cable TV
‣ some huge corporations control everything
‣ Benefits of the web lost

The Pro Side



•Rise of Pseudo-Services
‣ charging for services that are free today
‣ blocking of YouTube, Skype, VoIP, …
‣ extra charge to “unlock” real internet

The Pro Side



The main problem



The main problem
•more and more traffic
•higher access speeds
But:
•Broadband prices dropping
•Rise of the Flatrates

‣ ISPs pay more, gain less



•new business models
‣ selling prioritization
‣ extra charge for special services
‣ selling content, not internet access

Solutions:



•ISPs “have to” charge large content providers
‣ otherwise innovation stagnates
‣ limited bandwith
‣ no traffic-intensive services possible

The Con Side



•Internet already non-neutral on server side
‣ huge content providers deliver data faster
‣ smaller competitors disadvantaged

•Google just wants net neutrality to 
•preserve this inequality
‣ better:
‣ extra charge for large content providers

The Con Side



•Desire for different levels of QoS
‣ VoIP, IPTV, Gaming

•no pure net neutrality possible
‣ Rules and Legislation?

The Con Side



2010: Chile

2012: The Netherlands

Net Neutrality Laws

‣ no blocking
‣ no filtering
‣ no Deep Packet Inspection
‣ no Customer Tracking
‣ only for legal content



Regulation Attempts



Regulation Attempts
•FCC tries to enforce Net Neutrality
•since 2010: 
‣ ISPs may not prevent access to

     competitors services (e.g. Netflix)
‣ still charging for faster access
‣ only applying to wireline ISPs

•highly controversial
‣ Republicans planning legislation against it



Regulation Attempts



Regulation Attempts

•2011:
‣ EU Parliament: We want Net Neutrality!

•BEREC* evaluation
‣ Internet Access for EU citizens mostly well
‣ many mobile users have restricted contracts
‣ most ISPs also offer unrestricted contracts

* BEREC = Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications



Regulation Attempts

Neelie Kroes
•EU Commissioner for Digital Agenda



•Neelie Kroes in May 2012:
‣ consumer protection has to be improved
‣ clear communication by ISPs
‣ no further regulation or legislation needed
‣ free market will enforce Net Neutrality



Regulation Attempts



Regulation Attempts

•no acute Net Neutrality violations
•Net Neutrality assured by competition and 
•demand
•Possible Regulations should apply to fixed as 
•well as mobile lines!



Net Neutrality Violations

•primarily:
‣ Deep Packet Inspection
‣ Filtering or throttling file sharing traffic

•USA: not increasing
•Canada, UK: more and more filtering
•Brazil, Poland: decreasing filtering
•Germany: Kabel Deutschland (at peak times)



Net Neutrality Violations

•Mobile: Blocking of Competing Services
‣ very common worldwide
‣ VoIP, Instant Messaging, Tethering, P2P



Net Neutrality Violations

•Germany:
‣ Telekom: no Skype in cheaper data plans
‣ Vodafone: “InternetPlus” option (30€)

for enabling blocked services (VoIP, 
Instant Messaging, Peer-to-Peer)



•France: “Internet Illimité” (“unlimited”)
‣ volume limit 50 MB
‣ connections over 10 MB cut
‣ no VPN, no IMAP, no UDP
‣ no streaming, no news groups, no IM

•because of “professional usage”

Net Neutrality Violations



•Categorization of packets
•Transport Layer Headers?
‣ not sufficient
‣ TCP header does not “know” its 

     application

How is it done?



•Deep Packet Inspection
‣ Analyzing full package incl. payload
‣ realtime filtering for unwanted protocols
‣ signature- or behavior-based
‣ usable and used for firewalls, interception, 

youth protection, traffic reduction, QoS, 
censorship, data preservation, …

How is it done?



Solutions
•Absolute non-discrimination: won‘t happen!
•making network infrastructure public

won‘t happen either!

•We need rules/laws to bridle ISPs



Barbara van Schewick
•Stanford Center for Internet and Society



Schewick‘s Rules

• no charging of content providers
• baseline QoS for all end users
• offering higher QoS for End Users possible
• But: higher QoS equally for all applications
‣ free Internet maintained
‣ ISPs can finance their networks by
‣ offering better QoS for interested users

(2012)



Questions?


